Errata

There are five known misprints in the MUFI character recommendation v. 1.0:

P. 29, row 3 from top:  
Correction: &aeligacute; > &aeligacute;

P. 40, row 2 from bottom:  
Correction: &Tdot; 1E6C > &Tdot; 1E6A

P. 40, bottom row:  
Correction: &tdot; 1E6D > &tdot; 1E6B

P. 45, row 3 from bottom:  
HORIZONTAL DASH > HORIZONTAL BAR

P. 46, row 5 from top:  
&rsquolrev; > &rsquorev;

P. 57, l. 12 from top:  
271D (p. 50) > 271D (p. 49)